To the information processing detected from multiple acoustic sensors and the collaborative confrontation strategy of underwater targets, this paper had researched the relevance between the sonar detection signals and collaborative confrontation strategy, analyzed the features of acoustic sensor signal, and given the recovery algorithm and separation processing algorithm of acoustic detection signals. Based on the obtained acoustic sensor signals, according to the underwater conditions of detection and confrontation, the game models of acoustic sensor signals and the collaborative confrontation strategy methods were proposed, and the detailed reasoning analysis and function solving methods were given. Through the signal processing given by multiacoustic sensors and the analysis on game theory of collaborative confrontation with two groups, the acoustic sensing detection and the collaborative confrontation strategy were verified.
INTRODUCTION
The collaboration on Autonomous Underwater Vehicles is a hot research topic at home and abroad (Jouvencel, Parodi and Xiang, 2010) . The collaborative confrontation, its behavior is mainly characterized by conflict contend, generally, is the AUV formation and the opponent's interactive behavior, which requires AUV to determine their formation behavior according to the characteristics of both sides of the situation, and then achieves the elimination or prevention to opponent with the maximum degree and protects our security. The research on collaborative confrontation of Multi-AUV is very rare. With a variety of competitive power around the world to marine within rapid extension, it will rendering out numerous, complex, and either overt or covert of confrontation, AUV will be the most prominent in the marine war and will be the first combat power to contact with the enemy (Hamilton, Kemna and Hughes, 2010) , and also is an important representative on the confrontation development direction of unmanned and underwater, and the one of the main forms is the multi-AUV collaborative confrontation (Leonard, 2015) . Creating collaborative confrontation based on damage means, limited to the characteristics of the underwater environment, sound suppression and antisuppression is still the main technical approaches of AUV confrontation (Park, Lee and Tahk , 2016) , and it also is the key constraints. The launches power, role distance, received gain and detection probability of sonar make the confrontation performance out a typical characteristic, which calls the more source constraints (Li, 2015) , in addition, the resulte of game will be affected by sonar performance constraints, which brings other serious income uncertainty such as the income matrix fuzzy . Therefore, researching sonar sensing characteristics and sound sensing detection collaborative confrontation decision is conducive to the key technology to break down the various source information collaborative of water, but also is the main research point in future on development of underwater weapons systems.
SONAR DETECTION ASSOCIATED WITH THE COLLABORATIVE CONFRONTATION DECISION
Sonar is electronic equipment using underwater acoustic wave detection, positioning and communication (Pradhana, Suryono and Widodo, 2014) . Factors affecting the performance of sonar technology status in sonar itself, influence of external conditions of its work is also very serious, such as the sea and seabed, ocean reverberation noise, self-noise, and most of them work in the marine environment factors on sonar (Peng, Yu and Li, 2015) . So the detection performance is improved under the condition of complex underwater sonar, sonar noise must be in addition to accept data. Firstly, multiple sources will be a series of signals into digital signals and obtained by sonar data receiving array, the data is analyzed by the method of removing noise to get the mixed data and then the source separation algorithm is used to calculate the mixed data. Finally, the decision of the collaborative countermeasure is obtained. Figure. 1 is the Sonar detection optimization chart.
From Figure 1 , in the process of sonar signal detection optimization, the focus of the discussion has two points: the first, accepting the removal of additive noise sonar array detection data; the second, the one by one from the mixed source after removing noise. You can see from Figure 1 of underwater different target and various collaborative decisions is analyzed by basing on the acoustic echo signal in acoustic sensor on the separated acoustic information, according to the principle and calculation of acoustic collaborative confrontation the establishment of game model and decision making mechanism. 
THE PROCESSING METHOD OF UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SENSOR SIGNAL

The Recovery of Acoustic Sensor Signal
According to the arrangement of underwater multiple acoustic sensor (Amin, Teymorian and Wei, 2009 ), a detection of each sound source contains its own noise and signal. In order to identify target information better, it processes detection signal by using algorithm based on EVA , based on the principle of Figure 1 , blind signal processing makes the whole message source processing difficult due to the arrangement of multiple acoustic sensor which is array layout (Hui and Znati, 2008) . To identify effectively real information, it needs to analysis in the perspective of recover from a source and source separation.
Assuming signal source within additive noise is shown in (1).
The output of sonar array signal in the underwater acoustic sensor is in (2).
Signal obtained by channel equalizer is shown in (3).
The channel equalizer e and the actual channel h meet the following relationship.
In the formula (4), c is real constant. It can achieve the recovery of source signal in term of formula (4).
The Separation of Signal
In accordance with the principle of sensor signals recovery, assuming there is a signal whose four order
, the four order is not zero, the signal is called
, it reaches the sonar receiver array based on N narrow-bands, non-Gaussian, mutual statistical independence. The result of signal recovery obtained by using algorithm based on EVA (Isik and Akan, 2009) , the formula is shown:
w is the weight coefficient of filter in the formula (5) and is N-dimensional column vector.
We define the first order function is
In the formula (6), P takes a positive integer between 4 and 8. Making 
According to the formula (7), we can separate the recovered signals.
MULTI -ACOUSTIC SENSING CONFRONTATION GAME MODEL AND DECISION
Multi -Acoustic Sensing Confrontation Game Model
In order to understand the dynamic process of underwater target confrontation better, based on the source output of acoustic sensing array and the characteristics of source, this section of the paper discusses the confrontation game model of multiple acoustic sensors (Kaminka, Erusalimchik and Kraus, 2010) . We set up G=<N, 1 A , 2 B , 1 u , 2 u >，N= {1，2} ，1 represents our side, 2 represents the enemy. 1
a （i=1，2，… ，m） are underwater our k sound sensor detection camp, on the enemy l target may take m attack strategy; j b （j= 1，2，… ，n） is the enemy l target on our k sound sensor detection may take n attack strategy. Let
,2,…,m, j=1,2,…,n is our side to take i a attack strategy, and the enemy to take j b attack strategy when our income.
,2,…,m, j=1,2,…,n is our attack strategy to take 
The (Dahl, Matarić and Sukhatme, 2009) . In order to solve the problem of non-existence of this kind of equilibrium, we need to extend the concept of strategy to the concept of hybrid strategy, and then extend the concept of Nash equilibrium to the concept of Nash equilibrium in the sense of hybrid strategy.
Respectively, said A= is a mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium of bi-matrix game (Wood and Ackland, 2007) . According to the corresponding theorem of game theory, this equilibrium must exist.
Multi-Objective Game Model Strategies
According to the multi-acoustic sensing confrontation game model, our strategy set ) ,..., ( 
EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
In order to verify the detection signals processing algorithm of acoustic sensor array, assume there are three acoustic sources, which can be shown in the following formulas. In order to ensure the acoustic sensor signal source without distortion, according to the sampling theorem , the frequency is 4 kHz, the sampling time is 5s, and Figure 2 shows the signal waveform of 100ms period. . The solution of the game model is calculated based on the payment matrix between the enemy and us with the simulation software of the static two-matrix game (Scarf algorithm) in Gambit. We take the strategy a5 and the enemy takes the strategy b2. The corresponding payment Value of us is 7.545 and the corresponding payment value of the enemy is 0.132.
369
CONCLUSIONS
According to acoustic detection principle, aim at the underwater target detection, this paper analyzes multiple acoustics sensor information processing on target detection and collaborative countermeasure of multitarget confrontation strategy in detail, gives out the connection between sonar signals detection and collaborative countermeasure decision, as well as the features of acoustic sensor signals and the processing algorithm of acoustic detection signals recovery and separation, establishes a detailed analysis and simulation by a given signal source and processing method according to this algorithm, while, deduces the game model of acoustic detection signals and collaborative countermeasure strategy, the results show that the model is correct and scientific, the algorithm can be applied to information countermeasure of AUV under various conditions, and it has a certain meaning.
